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+306945797464 - http://www.facebook.com/ladokollaskiathos

Here you can find the menu of Ladokolla in Skiathos. At the moment, there are 17 dishes and drinks on the
menu. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Andrea Albanelli likes about Ladokolla:
Its awesome, we tried others restaurants in our 5 days, but trust me, here you can find the most authentic greek

food, lot of grilled meat, awsome tzaziki with pita, gyros souvlaki m, lamb chomps, and you can also order
Halloumi cheese from Cyprus. and they are awesome, really nice people, we forgotten the keys of the room and
come back to take it, it ends up In 2 hours of fun and a bag of Origan Ciao e grazie da And... read more. You can

use the WLAN of the place at no extra cost, Depending on the weather, you can also sit outside and eat. The
premises on site are accessible, and therefore no problem for customers with wheelchairs or physiological

limitations. What Candi Suites doesn't like about Ladokolla:
We sat two people to eat. while there were only two tables, it took 55 minutes for a short-roasted lamb (the

opium was overcooked and a ram. what a ram ready to walk was the lamb) and short-roasted chicken (we didn't
dare to try it) we informed the owner and the waiter and he told us that the dishes are fine...we left in a

hurry...while we only ate the salad...he kept us...€48 avoid this shop at all cost.!!! read more. At Ladokolla in
Skiathos, tasty grilled food is freshly roasted on an open flame and garnished with delicious sides, Moreover,

there are easy to digest Mediterranean dishes on the menu. Greek dishes like Gyros and Souvlaki with matching
sides are also offered in the restaurant.
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Salad�
GREEK SALAD

Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Vegetaria� dishe�
PITA

Halloum�
HALLOUMI

Gyr�
GYROS

Turkis� specialtie�
KEBAB

Fleischgericht� vo� Gril�
SOUVLAKIA

SOUVLAKI STATION(th�
phot� i� indicativ�)
CHICKEN SOUVLAKI

Restauran� Categor�
GREEK

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LAMB

FISH

SOUVLAKI

Ingredient� Use�
PORK MEAT

CHEESE

SAUSAGE

CHICKEN

MEAT
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